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Pivô hosts Regina Parra’s solo exhibition  !

É Possível, Mas Não Agora (It’s Possible But Not Now) exhibits artworks produ-
ced by the artist during her residency in the Pivô Pesquisa programme. !
The show É Possível, Mas Não Agora occupies several exhibition spaces at Pivô, 
incorporating video, installation and painting by artist Regina Parra who, over 
recent months, has worked in dialogue with Ana Maria Maia, the exhibition’s cu-
rator. The works displayed merge the frontiers between reality and desire, inclu-
sion and exclusion, the I and the other, stemming from the artist’s observations 
on migration movements.  !
According to the curator, “the exhibition intersperses the documental and the 
metaphorical, and is placed in the gap between the beginning of an ethno-
graphic exercise (or human geography) on recent immigration to São Paulo and 
essays on the act of migrating, being a foreigner, and the fruits of search and 
desire”.  !
In the video São Vãos os Esforços (Efforts are in Vain), a human billboard ditches 
his usual sandwich board slogan “I buy gold” to advertise impossibilities. The 
painting Zona de Espera (Waiting Zone) captures the idle time that is typical of 
places of transition and temporary shelters.  !
A foosball table brought from Bolivia by immigrants traverses the exhibition 
room wall. The installation Metegol (Score-a-Goal) is at the same time an invita-
tion to meet and its own negation.  !
Frontier landmarks - pieces made of solid wood or concrete used to demarcate 
territories - gain mobility in the world of fluid limits of Política Sem Imaginação É 
Burocracia (Politics Without Imagination is Bureaucracy).  !
An award winner at the Fundação Joaquim Nabuco Video-Art Competition, the 
video 7.536 passos (7,536 Steps) follows the artist on a walk from central Praça da 
Sé to Brás, a region in the East of São Paulo that is a frequent destination for 
illegal immigrants. Her journey is solely guided by the sound of a radio tuned to 



frequency 94.3 FM, which is an empty frequency used by pirate radio broadcas-
ting outside state control.  !
According to curator and researcher Moacir dos Anjos, Regina Parra “crosses 
the frontiers within the city and creates – step-by-step – a geography of proxi-
mity”.  !
About Pivô !
Founded in 2012, Pivô is a non-profit cultural association that serves as a platform for 
artistic experimentation for artists, curators, theorists, students and the general public. 
Its vision is to foster critical debate in the fields of visual arts, architecture, urbanism and 
other fields of culture, offering space for exhibition, research and exchange of artistic 
ideas both nationally and internationally. Its broad programme includes exhibitions, ar-
tistic residencies, interventions, courses, debates and talks. In the past two years the ins-
titution has hosted around 30 projects, welcoming on average 210 artists from 15 diffe-
rent countries and approximately 30,000 visitors.  !!
About Regina Parra  
São Paulo, 1981 !
Visual artist with an MA in Art Theory and Criticism by Faculdade Santa Marcelina, and 
a BA in Visual Arts by FAAP, both in São Paulo. 
In recent years, she has had solo exhibitions at Centro Cultural São Paulo (São Paulo), 
Paço das Artes (São Paulo), Fundação Joaquim Nabuco (Pernambuco) and Galeria 
Leme (São Paulo). Group shows include I Trienal de Artes, curated by Josué Mattos, at 
SESC; Sights and Sounds, curated by Luiza Proença and Jens Hoffmann, at the The 
Jewish Museum, New York; Cães sem Plumas, curated by Moacir dos Anjos at Museu 
de Arte Moderna de Recife; Rumos Artes Visuais 2011/2013, curated by Agnaldo Farias 
at Itaú Cultural; 17o Festival Internacional de Arte Contemporânea SESC_Videobrasil, 
curated by Solange Farkas at SESC Belenzinho; Suspicious Minds, curated by Cristina 
Ricupero at Galeria Vermelho; A Carta da Jamaica, curated by Alfons Hug at Oi Futuro 
Rio de Janeiro, Rice and Beans, curated by Jacopo Visconti at Studio Trendy in Miami, 
À Sombra do Futuro, curated by Luiza Proença at Instituto Cervantes, and Grupo 
2000e8, curated by Paulo Pasta at SESC Pinheiros. 
In 2012 she was awarded the video art prize Prêmio de Videoarte da Fundação Joaquim 
Nabuco. She was also awarded I Prêmio Ateliê Aberto Videobrasil (2011) and Prêmio 



Destaque da Bolsa Iberê Camargo (2009). !!!
About Ana Maria Maia  
Recife, 1984 !
Journalist (UFPE, 2007), with an MA in History of Art (Faculdade Santa Marcelina, 
2012) and a PhD in Art Theory and Criticism (ECA-USP), Ana Maria Maia is a lecturer 
at Escola São Paulo and writes for the magazine Revista Select.  
She co-curated the 33º Panorama de Arte Brasileira at Museu de Arte Moderna de São 
Paulo, and was part of the Curatorial and Research Group at Instituto Tomie Ohtake 
(2011-2013). She curated Rumos Artes Visuais, at Itaú Cultural (2011-2012), was assistant 
curator at the 29ª Bienal de São Paulo (2009 – 2010), and collaborated at Programa 
Experiência 2012 by Itaú Cultural’s educational area. In 2006, she created Portal Dois 
Pontos, a site dedicated to contemporary art in Pernambuco. 
In 2012, she co-coordinated the publication Sobre artistas como intelectuais públicos, co-
published by Casa Tomada and Prólogo Editora. In the same year, she curated the 
group exhibition O efeito da frase, receiving an award by Projeto Amplificadores of Mu-
seu Murillo La Greca (Recife, Pernambuco). In 2014, she curated the group show 
Anunciantes, exhibited via Plataforma, an online magazine published by Associação 
Brasileira de Arte Contemporânea (Abact). !
Information: !
É possível, mas não agora by Regina Parra  
Opening: Saturday, 25 October 4-7pm  
Exhibition duration: from 25 October to 20 December 2014  
Address: Edifício Copan – Av. Ipiranga 200, Bloco A, loja 54, Centro – São Paulo 
 
Opening times 
Tuesday to Friday 1-8pm, Saturday 1-7pm 
Free entry  
www.pivo.org.br !
Further information for the press: 
Catarina Duncan 
(11) 3255-8703 

http://www.pivo.org.br


curatorial@pivo.org.br


